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An infinite family of inequivalent genus 2 handlebodies embedded in S3 is described, all of 
whose complements are of the same homeomorphism class. From an alternate point of view, a 
compact 3-manifold with incompressible boundary of genus 2 is described which has an infinite 
number of inequivalent embeddings in S3 with complement a handlebody. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: 57N12 
A long standing conjecture of knot theory, now known to be true (see [l]), states 
that knots in S3 are determined by their complements. In other words, given knots 
K, and K2 in S3, if there exists a homeomorphism h : S3 - K, + S3 - K,, then there 
exists a homeomorphism h : S3 -+ S3 such that h’( K,) = K2. 
This theorem is equivalent to a similar statement about solid tori in S3. Let V, 
and V, be two solid tori embedded in S3. For i = 1,2, let Xi be the closure of S3 - Vi. 
If there exists a homeomorphism hx :X, + X,, then there exists a homeomorphism 
h : S3 + S3 such that h( V,) = V,. The correspondence to the statement about knots 
arises from a consideration of VI and V, as tubular neighborhoods of knots in S3. 
How about handlebodies in S3 of higher genus? Suzuki produced counterexamples 
in [2] for genus 3 and higher. Our purpose here is to provide an infinite family of 
handlebodies in S3 of genus 2 whose complements are all homeomorphic, and such 
that for each handlebody in the family there exists exactly one other handlebody 
in the family for which a homeomorphism of S3 takes one to the other (and this 
homeomorphism is orientation-reversing). 
An important alternate viewpoint is to consider the complements of the hand- 
lebodies. These form an infinite family of inequivalent embeddings into S3 of a 
compact 3-manifold X, which will later be seen to have incompressible boundary. 
In fact, the actual mechanics of the following work is perhaps best seen from this 
point of view, first in constructing the embeddings by twisting about a planar surface 
in X, and later in proving inequivalence of the embeddings by a study of the mapping 
class group of X. 
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Let H be the genus 2 handelbody pictured in Fig. 1, let X be the closure of its 
complement in S3, and let C be an annulus in S3, also shown in Fig. 1, such that 
C n H = dC u D’, where D’ is a disk properly embedded in H and which separates 
Hintotwosolidtori.LetCx[-1,1]~S3beabicollarofCsuchthat~Cx[-1,1]c 
8H and (Int CX[-1, l])nH= D’x[-1, 11. Finally, let X’=Xu(D’x[-1, 11). 
We define a homeomorphism g :X’+ X’ as follows: 
(i) g~x~_ccxt_l,ll~ is the identity, 
(ii) glcxr : C x t + C x t rotates the annulus C x t by (t + 1)~ radians. 
From the viewpoint of Fig. 1, C x (-1) is on the “outside” and C x 1 is on the 
“inside”. C x (-1) is fixed, and C x 1 is rotated a full 27~ radians counterclockwise, 
as viewed from “above”. 
Our infinite family of embeddings of X is {g”(X)}, where g” denotes the composi- 
tion of g with itself n times (or g-’ for n negative). Our infinite family of handlebodies 
in S3 is {S3 - Int g”(X)}. It is clear that if h : S3 + S3 is a homeomorphism such that 
h(g”(X)) = g”(X), then h(S3-Int g”(X)) will be S3-Int g”(X); therefore a 
demonstration of inequivalence between members of one family will also demon- 
strate inequivalence between corresponding members in the other family. We will 
concentrate on the family {g”(X)}. 
We now show that there are homeomorphisms of S3 which take g”(X) to g”(X) 
for m = -(n + 1) (and also m = n of course), and later we will prove that these are 
the only cases in which this is possible. Let fO: S3 + S3 be a reflection through a 
2-sphere, so f0 is orientation-reversing and fO=&‘. In Fig. 2 we demonstrate a 
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We claim that for every integer n, the homeomorphism 
g”oiof,og”:X’+X’ 
extends to a homeomorphism h : S3 + S3. To see this, consider generators p,, Al, 
p2, A2 of H,(aX’) as shown in Fig. 3, where /1, and puz are represented by meridians 
of the two solid tori of S3-X’. 
(8” o i Of0 o g”)*(Pi) = (8” o i “fd*(Pi + nAi) 
= (g”)*(Pi - nhi) 
= /Ai. 
Hence the homeomorphism extends over meridian disks in S3 -X’, and thence over 
the 3-balls remaining. Therefore, if m = -(n + l), then there exists an (orientation- 
reversing) homeomorphism h : S3 + S3 such that 
h(g”(X)) = g-” 0 i 0 f. 0 g-“(g”(X)) 





So there exist homeomorphisms h: S3+ S3 taking g”(X) to g”(X) if m = n or if 
m=-(n+l). 
We turn our attention now to proving that these are the only cases in which g”(X) 
and g”(X) are related by a homeomorphism of S3. The idea is that if f: S3 + S3 is 
a homeomorphism such that f 0 g”(X) = g”(X), then g-” 0 f 0 g”(X) =X. We will 
first explore the structure of X, use this to determine the self-homeomorphisms of 
X up to isotopy, and then discover for what values of m and n it is possible to 
have such a homeomorphism g-” 0 f 0 g” : X + X. 
Consider the homeomorphic image of X depicted as a solid torus with a wormhole, 
at the top in Fig. 4. Also shown are a properly embedded Mobius band disjoint 
from the wormhole, and a properly embedded annulus A,. Let A2 be an annulus 
Fig. 3 
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Fig. 4. 
which separates a regular neighborhood of the Mobius band from its complement. 
Let A,x[-1, l] and A,x[-1, l] be bicollars of A, and A2 in X. If we remove 
A, x(-l, 1) and A,x(-1, 1) from X, then we get two components. The first is a 
solid torus V which is a regular neighborhood of the Mobius band, with 8V 
containing the annulus B3 = A2 x (-l), which wraps around d V twice longitudinally. 
V and the core of B3 are illustrated in Fig. 4. The second component is homeomorphic 
to the product of a punctured torus with an interval, and is thus homeomorphic to 
a genus 2 handlebody Y. dY contains the annuli B2 = A,x 1, B, = A, x 1, and 
BO = A, x (-l), and their cores are also illustrated in Fig. 4. Let P, and P2 be the 
two pairs of pants which are the components of 8 Y - Int( BO u B1 u B2), numbered 
so that aP, meets B, and B, , and aP, meets BO and B2. 
Choose elements x, y, z E n,(X) which generate II,( Y) and n,(V) as shown in 
Fig. 4. The cores of the annuli correspond to elements of the fundamental groups 
(up to conjugacy) in the following manner: 
[core B,] = xyx-‘y-l, 
[core B,] =x, 
[core B2] = y, 
[core B3] = z*. 
Let t E n,(X) be represented by a curve puncturing A, once and A2 not at all. Then 
n,(X) has the presentations: 
D,(X)=(t,x,y, ZI txtF=xyx-‘y-‘,y=z2) 
= (t, x, z 1 txt-’ = xz2x-1z-2). 
Lemma 1. A, and A, are incompressible and a-incompressible in X. 
Proof. That A, and A, are incompressible follows directly from the fact that x and 
z* are clearly nontrivial in n,(X). 
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Assume at least one of A, or A2 is not &incompressible, and let D be a a- 
compression disk for Ai, in general position with respect to Aj (j # i), and with 
minimal number of components of D n Aj over all such choices. By standard 
arguments, it is easy to see that Dn Aj =0. Hence we can think of D as a disk 
properly embedded in Y or V, with aD intersecting exactly one of the Bk in exactly 
one essential arc. It cannot be B, since meridian disks of V intersect B3 at least 
twice. It cannot be BO, since B, separates d Y. For i = 1,2, if dD meets Bi, then 
aD c Pi u Bi, and consulting Fig. 4 again we see that [aD] E i7,( Y) corresponds to 
either x”y (for B,) or y”x (for B2), contradicting its necessary triviality in J’I,( Y). 
Therefore no such D exists, and A, and A2 are &incompressible in X. 0 
Lemma 2. dX is incompressible in X. 
Proof. Assume not and let D be a compressing disk for ax. Using Lemma 1, one 
can easily isotope D off of A, and AZ, thus allowing one to suppose D is properly 
embedded in Y or V, and does not intersect any Bi. But [aD] corresponds to 
Z2E~,(V), if aDcaV-B,, 
x or xyxm’yP’ EH,( Y), if aDc P,, 
y or xyx-‘y-’ ED,(Y), ifaDc P2, 
all of which contradict the necessary triviality of [aD]. 0 
The above facts allow us to isotope any self-homeomorphism of X so as to take 
A, and A2 to themselves, thus reducing us to the situation of considering homeo- 
morphisms on Y and K 
Lemma 3. If h : X + X is a homeomorphism, then h is isotopic to some h’: X + X, 
where h’(A,) = A, and h’(A,) = AZ. 
Proof. Let A; = h(A,) and A; = h(A,). We obtain an ambient isotopy of X taking 
Ai to A, and A; to AZ. h’ is obtained by applying this ambient isotopy to h. Let 
A= A, u A2 and A’= Ai u A;. It suffices to talk about taking A’ to A since the 
annuli cannot be exchanged (A, separates X, A, does not). 
First isotope such that A’ and A are in general position, and such that the number 
of components of A n A’ is minimal. Using incompressibility of A, and A2 (and Ai 
and A;) and incompressibility of ax, it is easy to see that no component of An A' 
is inessential in either A or A’. Hence A n A’ consists either of spanning arcs essential 
in both A and A’, or simple closed curves essential in both A and A’. 
Suppose that An A’ contains spanning arcs. Let D’c A’ be a disk such that 
dD’ = (D n dA’) u J, u J2 where J, u J2 = D’n A are spanning arcs of A n A’. Since 
D’ - (J, u J2) does not intersect A, we may think of D’ as properly embedded in Y 
or V with J1 and J2 contained in the Bi. We claim that J2 is in the same Bi as J,. 
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This is clear if D’c V. If J, c BO, then aD’-J, is an arc with endpoints in distinct 
componentsofaY-B,,andsoJ2CBo.IfJ1cBifori=1or2,thenaD’-J,cPiuBi, 
and so J2 c Bi. Note that this also implies J, # J2. 
We can assume without loss of generality that J, u J2 is contained in either B, or 
B2, since we may otherwise simply choose D’ to be the disk in A’ on the other side 
of J, . NOW dD’c Pi u Bi and Pi u Bi is clearly incompressible in Y. Thus dD’ bounds 
a disk D c Pi u Bi which must intersect Bi in a single disk, and D’u D bounds a 
3-ball in Y. Isotope D’ across this 3-ball and past D n Bi, thus reducing the number 
of components of An A’, contradicting minimality. 
Before dealing with simple closed curves of An A’, we claim that if B is an 
annulus properly embedded in Y or V with JB = aBi, for i = 0, 1,2, or 3, and if B 
is d-incompressible in X, then B is parallel into Bi. If Bc V, then B must be 
&parallel, and it cannot be parallel into d V - Int B3 since it is d-incompressible in 
X. If B c Y, then let T be the torus B u Bi, pushed slightly away from the boundary. 
Since n,( T) cannot inject into n,( Y), T is compressible in Y Let D be a compressing 
disk for T. If D were contained in the component of Y - T which contains 8 Y, then 
there is an ambient isotopy of Y acting on D which reduces the number of 
components of intersection of D with a thin annulus between T and the core of Bi 
to 0; this produces a compressing disk of B and thus of Bi, contradicting incompressi- 
bility. Therefore D is contained in the component of Y - T which does not contain 
aY, and T bounds a solid torus. If the core of Bi passes around the solid torus n 
times longitudinally (n 2 0), then n # 0 since B, is incompressible, and n y 1 since 
x, y, and xyxP’yP’ are not powers other than *l of any other element of n,(Y). 
Therefore n = 1 and B is parallel across the solid torus to Bi. 
Now if An A’ contains any simple closed curves, then an innermost annulus 
B c A’ with aB c aA’u (An A’) can be isotoped across A, essentially for the reasons 
in the paragraph above. This contradicts minimality of An A’. 
Therefore A’c Yu V with aA’c P, u P2 u (aV- B3). Hence the components of 
aA’ are parallel to the cores of BO, B, , B2, and B3. By the reasons above, A’ is 
d-parallel in Y u V, and therefore A’ can be isotoped to A. 0 
We now begin to analyze the group of orientation-preserving self-homeomorph- 
isms on X. For i = 1,2, let hi :X + X be a homeomorphism which is the identity on 
X-Aix(-l,l), and for every t~[-l,l] we have !Q],+~ is a rotation of Aixt 
through (t+ 1)rr radians. Actually, hz is isotopic to idx, but realization of this is 
unnecessary. 
Lemma 4. The group of isotopy classes of orientation-preserving self-homeomorphisms 
of X is generated by h, and h2. 
Proof. Let h :X+X be an orientation-preserving homeomorphism. By Lemma 3, 
we may assume without loss of generality that h(A,) = A, and h(A,) = A*, and 
furthermore that for every tE[-1, l] and i= 1,2, h(A,x t)=Aix t or Aix(-t). 
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Thus h(Y) = Y and h(V) = V. h cannot exchange B0 and B, since the core of B, 
is homologically trivial and the core of B, is not, and h cannot exchange B, and 
B3 since h(Y) = Y. Therefore we also have that h(B,) = Bi for i =O, 1,2,3 and that 
h( P1) = P1 and h( P2) = P2. Therefore h does not exchange the components of dBo, 
and so cannot exchange the components of aB,. Hence h may be isotoped so that 
hl, = id, (possibly pushing a certain amount of twisting into A, x [ -1, 11). Consider 
the simple closed curve K, c 8Y shown in Fig. 5. In H,(Y), [K,] =y, hi, =id, 
implies h,(y) = nx+y, and [core B2] = y implies h,(y) = +y. Thus n = 0 (and h,(y) = 
y). Therefore we may isotope h in Int B, so that his, = ids,. Now isotope h so that 
hl,=id,. Consider the simple closed curve K, c d Y also shown in Fig. 5, which 
is homotopically trivial in Y. [h(K,)] is conjugate to (x~x~‘y~‘)~” in n,( Y), where 
n is the amount of twisting of hi, parallel to &, which we now see must be 0. We 
claim that h does not exchange the components of dB2, since an orientation- 
preserving homeomorphism on an annulus which does so must map the homology 
class of the core to its negative, but we saw above that h,(y) = y. Therefore h may 
be isotoped so that hi, = id, (possibly pushing a certain amount of twisting into 
A2 x [-1, 11). For reasons similar to that of B,, h may be isotoped in Int B2 so that 
hi, = id,,. We now have hi,, = id,, and it is a simple matter to isotope such that 
hIy=idv. 
Fig. 5. 
In V, due to hi, = ids,, we may isotope h so that h(, = id,. Since h must take 
the boundary of a meridional disk of V to a homotopically trivial simple closed 
curve, we may isotope h in d V- B, so that hi,, = id,, It is now easy to isotope so 
that hi, = id”. 
It is now clear that h is isotopic to a composition of powers of h, and h,. 0 
We can now see that the self-homeomorphisms of X are generated by h,, h2, 
and the orientation-reversing homeomorphism ho = g 0 i ofolx, all of which extend 
to homeomorphisms X’-t X’. Let T be the component of 8X’ with generators p,, 
A, of H,(T), shown in Fig. 3. (h,), is the identity on H,(T) since representatives 
of ,u, and A, are disjoint from A,. (h,), is the identity on H,(T) since A2 separates 
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X’ and thus any representative of /1, or hi intersects it algebraically 0 times. (h,), 
has the following action on H,( T): 
(hJ*(Pul)=PI+Al, 
(&)*(A,) = -Ai. 
Note that (h,), 0 (h,), is the identity on H,(T). 
Assume that there exists a homeomorphism f: S3+ S3 such that f(g”(X)) = 
g”(X). Then h = g-” of0 g” : X + X is isotopic to a composition of powers of ho, 
h, , and hZ. Then h extends to a homeomorphism X’+ X’ and either h, is the 
identity or h, = (ho), on H,(T). Therefore either 
(hlr),(pul- mA,) = PI - mA, 
or 
(hlr)z+&- mA,) = (&IT)& - mA,) 
=/++(m+l)A,. 
Furthermore f(T) = g” 0 h 0 g-“(T) = T and, since f: S3 -+ S3 is a homeomorph- 
ism, (flT)*(pl) = *pi. Therefore 
(hlT)*(pi - mA,) = (g-” ofo g”‘l,)&L, - mA,) 
= W” OfIT)* 
= (g?)*(*d 
= f(/+ - nh,). 
The combination of these two implies that (hlT)*(E*.,-mA,)=~,-nA, and that 
either m=n or n=-(m+l). 
Some questions that might be raised include the following. Suppose that two 
compact 3-manifolds embedded in S3 are homeomorphic, with complement in each 
case a disjoint union of handlebodies; must it follow that they are related by a 
sequence of twists about planar surfaces. 7 If this is indeed the case, then it seems 
likely that any example of inequivalent embeddings will yield an infinite family as 
in this paper. Might there exist a compact 3-manifold for which there exists at least 
two, but only finitely many, inequivalent embeddings into S3 with handlebody 
complement? Finally, it would be nice to find a simpler way of distinguishing 
inequivalent embeddings than what has been done here. For example, inequivalent 
links in S3 with homeomorphic complements can often be distinguished by their 
Alexander invariant or by a link polynomial. Is there a readily computable invariant 
for knotted handlebodies in S3 which can distinguish inequivalent handlebodies 
with homeomorphic complements? 
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